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Learning Bayesian Networks from the Knowledge
of a Never-Ending Learning System

Rogers R. Avelar de Carvalho and Edimilson B. dos Santos

Abstract—Never-Ending Learning (NEL) is a new paradigm
of machine learning in which computer systems can learn
continuously and incrementally. The first never-ending learning
system reported in literature is named NELL (Never-Ending
Language Learning). NELL has built a Knowledge Base (KB)
containing many types of knowledge. In this paper, we propose
to learn Bayesian networks from the knowledge stored in the
NELL’s KB aiming to assist in the development of expert systems
in the future. In addition, Bayesian networks have shown to
be promising to solve the problem of representing semantic
relations and extending the NELL’s initial ontology. In the
initial experiments, we have built a dataset on the domain of
diseases from relations existing in NELL and applied two learning
algorithms of Bayesian networks named K2 and DMBC. The
empirical results have shown that this proposal is promising.

Index Terms—Bayesian networks, never-ending learning, ma-
chine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nver-ending learning (NEL) is an alternative learning
paradigm in which computer systems learn many types

of knowledge such as humans [1]. The central idea underlying
the proposal of this new paradigm of machine learning is that
computer systems can learn continuously and incrementally.
The maturation and dissemination of this paradigm can have
a major impact on the learning ability of computer systems
and modify the way they are currently constructed.

NELL (Never-Ending Language Learner) has been the first
never-ending learning system reported in literature [2]. This
system has been running 24hrs/day since January 2010, ex-
tracting information from web text to populate and extend
its own Knowledge Base (KB). This base is represented by
an ontology-based structure characterized by categories, (e.g.,
person, sportsTeam, fruit, emotion), relations (e.g., PlaysOn-
Team(athlete,sportsTeam)) and their instances (e.g. “Obama”
for “person” category; “Neymar plays soccer” for “Ath-
letePlaysSport(athlete, sport)” relation). To learn these items,
the NELL system uses different components (or modules),
such as CPL [1], CSEAL [3], Prophet [4], OntExt [5] and
Conversing Learning [6], with the goal of having the ability
of “self-supervision” and “self-reflection” of your KB.

Although a NEL system is not something new in the
machine learning community [7] [8], developing methodolo-
gies to help both, extending and populating such KB, and
improving their coverage, is still a challenge. Some works [5]
[9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] have presented proposals to
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help in such tasks. These proposals have obtained promising
results which shown the feasibility of building a NEL system
based on the methodology proposed in [2]. However, there is
still no well-defined methodology for the development of this
type of system.

In this sense, we propose to explore the knowledge stored
by NELL and apply the formalism of Bayesian networks [16]
to make inferences and to identify new semantic relationships
that can be inserted in its KB. Thus, Bayesian networks can
assist to populate the NELL’s KB and, since NELL has built
a KB containing many types of knowledge, they can also be
used to assist in the development of expert systems in the
future. For this, we present in this paper:

• a methodology to built datasets from semantic relations
stored in the NELL’s KB. Such as a case study, we built a
dataset on the domain of diseases to show that is possible
to draw information about some specific domain from
NELL’s KB;

• the application of two learning algorithms of Bayesian
networks named K2 [17] and DMBC [18]. These al-
gorithms have important characteristics which allow to
induce consistent and representative Bayesian networks.
For example, K2 efficiently induces unrestricted Bayesian
networks from a suitable attribute ordering. Whereas
DMBC can provide good classification accuracies and
better probability estimates than other algorithms, like
Naive Bayes and TAN, while being more computationally
efficient than K2;

• an analysis on the graphs of induced Bayesian networks
to verify if the relationships between nodes (which repre-
sent the variables/attributes) correspond to the semantic
relations extracted from the NELL’s KB used to create
the dataset. Other relationships can be suggested as new
semantic relations for NELL and new facts can be dis-
covered through inference algorithms applied to Bayesian
networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II brings an overview about the NELL system. In section
III, Bayesian networks and the K2 and DMBC algorithms
are presented. Section IV explains the proposed methodology
and describes how K2 and DMBC have been applied to
NELL’s KB to induce Bayesian networks which represent the
domain of diseases. Besides, the experiments and analysis of
results are presented. Finally, Section V brings the concluding
remarks and points out some future work.
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II. NEVER ENDING LANGUAGE LEARNER

Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL) is a computer
system able to learn continuously and incrementally about
diverse knowledge domains by reading the Web. NELL was
reported by Carlson et al. [2] and it has been running non-stop
since January 2010, each day extracting more beliefs from the
Web and removing old incorrect beliefs. Thus, it retrains itself
to improve its competence and builds its Knowledge Base
(KB) which has approximately 120 million interconnected be-
liefs, along with millions of learned phrasings, morphological
features, and Web page structures [1].

The NELL system receives as input an initial ontology
defining hundreds of categories (e.g., University, City) and
binary relations that hold between members of these categories
(e.g., UniversityInCity(x, y)). Also, some instances for each
category and each relation are provided (e.g. “Carnegie Mellon
University” for University; “Carnegie Mellon University is
in Pittsburgh” for UniversityInCity(x, y)). Then, NELL reads
more beliefs from the Web and learns to read better than the
previous day, running 24hrs/day, forever, and each day.

To carry out the learning, there is a software architecture for
NELL, depicted in Fig. 1, which includes various learning and
inference modules. NELL’s growing KB serves as a shared
blackboard through which its various reading and inference
modules interact. The modules are explained as follows:

• Coupled Pattern Learning (CPL): performs learning from
textual patterns of web pages.

• Set Expander for Any Language (SEAL): performs web
queries and extracts knowledge from HTML standards.

• Coupled Morphological Classifier (CMC): is a mor-
phological classifier that examines the results obtained
through CPL and SEAL, aiming to find morphological
patterns.

• Learned Embeddings (LE): learns vector embeddings of
the noun phrases.

• OpenEval: uses somewhat different context features from
the above CPL system, and uses real time Web search to
collect the distribution of text contexts found around the
noun phrase.

• Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA): infers new beliefs from
the analysis of paths taken by the learned fact. This path
refers to the links between the relationships that extracted
a fact.

• Never Ending Image Learner (NEIL): analyzes visual
images associated with the noun phrase, when the noun
phrase is given to an image search engine.

• OntExt: extends the NELL’s ontology by inventing new
relational predicates. OntExt searches for new relations
by considering every pair of categories in NELL’s current
ontology.

III. BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Bayesian Networks are graphical representations of multi-
variate joint probability distributions and have been widely
used to model and represent uncertainty [19]. They are de-
scribed by directed acyclic graphs (DAG) – or graphical
structure – in which the nodes represent the attributes and the

Fig. 1. NELL’s software architecture (Reproduced from [1]).

arcs represent probabilistic dependencies between connected
nodes (attributes). Also, there is a set of conditional probability
table (CPT) – or numerical parameters.

Computational methods for learning Bayesian networks
may be seen as a manner to identify a probabilistic model
which describes the dependence (and independence) among
attributes from a given domain [17]. Once the Bayesian
network is defined, knowledge represented on it can be drawn
through a process called inference.

Among several Bayesian network learning algorithms avail-
able in the literature, this work applies two specific methods:
K2 and DMBC. These algorithms have important characteris-
tics for the induction of Bayesian networks and the solution
of the problem of identifying semantic relations in NELL’s
knowledge base, as it is explained in Subsection III-A and
Subsection III-B, respectively.

A. K2 Algorithm

The K2 algorithm [17] constructs a Bayesian network from
data using a heuristic search. It expects as input a complete
dataset D and a attribute ordering (AO). Given D and AO,
K2 searches for the Bayesian network structure that best
represents D. The algorithm is broadly used due to its good
performance in terms of computational complexity (time) as
well as its good results when an adequate AO is provided [20].

The attribute preorder assumption is a critical issue since
it aims to reduce the number of possible structures to be
learned. In this sense, K2 uses an ordered list (containing all
the attributes including the class), which asserts that a given
attribute A can only be parent of attributes that follow it in
the list. The first attribute in the list has no parent.

K2 uses a greedy search in its attempt to find the best
structure. Given a dataset D with M objects and a AO, the
algorithm begins as if every node has no parent. Then, starting
with the second attribute in AO list (the first one has no parents
in the network structure), its eligible parents are evaluated
and those that maximize the probability of the whole structure
are added. When the addition of any single parent does not
increase the probability, the algorithm stops adding parents to
the current node. The process is repeated for all attributes in
order to get the best possible structure. The K2 metric for
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evaluating the parent assignment to each attribute is defined
by (1):

g(i, πi) =

qi∏
j=1

(ri − 1)!

(Nij + ri − 1)!

ri∏
k=1

Nijk! (1)

where each attribute xi(i = 1, ...n) has ri possible values
(vi1 , vi2 , ..., viri ) and has as its set of parents πi. The number
of instantiations of πi is represented by qi. Nijk is the number
of objects in D in which xi has value vik and πi is instantiated
as wij (which represents the j-th instantiation relative to D of
πi. Finally, Nij = ΣNijk for k = 1, ..., ri.

B. DMBC Algorithm

DMBC (Dynamic Markov Blanket Classifier) [18] was
developed from K2 algorithm [17] to learn Bayesian networks
designed especially for classification problems. The idea of
inducing classifiers using the K2 score is aimed at reducing the
bias introduced by the independence assumptions embedded
in the Naive Bayes classifier, thus improving probability
estimates while maintaining good classification rates and, also,
allowing the identification of important relationships among
the most relevant attributes. In addition, DMBC tends to
reduce the number of attributes in the induced network.

The DMBC algorithm is basically a version of K2 designed
to explore the Class’ Markov Blanket, which can lead to
faster Bayesian network structure induction and more accurate
estimates of class probabilities. According to [21], for each
attribute X in the Bayesian network, the set of all parents
of X , children of X , and parents of the children of X , is a
Markov Blanket of X .

The DMBC main idea is excluding from possible structures
those having attributes out of the dynamically created Class’
Markov Blanket. Considering only attributes present in Class’
Markov Blanket, the usually high computational time needed
to learn an unrestricted Bayesian network can be reduced.
Thus, DMBC tends to generate a probabilistic graphical model
focused on the class attribute and discarding attributes that
are not inside the Markov boundary defined by the Markov
Blanket.

IV. APPLYING K2 AND DMBC TO NELL’S KB

This paper proposes to apply learning algorithms of
Bayesian networks to NELL’s KB aiming to represent stored
knowledge about some domain through induced Bayesian
networks. The Bayesian networks can be used to assist in
the development of expert systems for decision making and
to assist extending and populating the NELL’s KB.

To assess this proposal, we extracted information about the
domain of diseases from NELL’s KB to build a dataset used in
the training of two learning algorithms of Bayesian networks:
K2 and DMBC. These algorithms have been chosen for the
initial experiments due to their individual characteristics. K2
induces unrestricted Bayesian networks and performs well in
terms of computational complexity (time) as well as obtains
good results when an adequate attribute ordering is supplied
[20]. Thus, it can be used for identifying relationships among

attributes from given domain. DMBC runs quickly and induces
a simpler model that represents relationships among attributes
of interest in a classification task.

A. Creation of the Dataset from the NELL’s KB

Initially, a dataset representing the domain of diseases has
been built from information contained in the NELL’s KB for
the training of the K2 and DMBC algorithms. The NELL’s KB
has information about many types of knowledge. We would
like to assess whether this knowledge can be used to train
K2 and DMBC and to induce Bayesian networks capable of
assisting to solve problems. In this case, we intend to assess
the knowledge acquired by NELL related to medicine to assist
in the diagnostic of diseases.

The NELL’s complete KB is available at
http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/resources. The NELL’s KB was
initially pre-processed. The pre-processing procedure allowed
building the dataset having only the data from NELL’s
semantic relations related to diseases.

To apply the pre-processing step, we have used the tab-
separated-value file with every belief in the KB, one per line.
The file has thirteen columns, of which only the first three
were used: Entity, Relation and Value (forming a kind of
SPO, Subject-Predicate-Object, triple). The column Relation
presents relations existing between two categories stored in
Entity and Value. Each line of this file contains one category
or relation instance that NELL believes to be true. Nominally,
each belief is an (Entity, Relation, Value) tripple; instances of
relations have the form: “cancer”, “DiseaseMayBeCausedBy-
Drug”, “alcohol”. The steps to build the dataset are explained
as follows.

Step 1: Initially, some relations from NELL’s KB related
to diseases have been chosen to create the dataset used in this
work. For this, the Pandas library in Python has been applied
to search instances that had the word “disease”, both in the
column Entity and in the column Value. From these instances,
relation names about diseases were searched in the Relation
column and 16 relations were found.

Step 2: Each relation with the data of the columns “Entity”
and “Value” was stored in a file of the type “.csv”.

Step 3: After, all files “.csv” referring to the relations were
concatenated in a single file “.csv”. The file resulting from the
concatenation has 16 columns, each referring to a relation, and
the column Entity with the names of the diseases, which was
renamed to disease, totaling 17 columns.

Step 4: The name of each column referring to the rela-
tions was changed, forming the attributes of the dataset (16
attributes plus the “disease” class), as can be seen in Table I.

Step 5: The disease domain relations found in the NELL
knowledge base file did not bring up data on symptoms.
Since an attribute about disease symptoms is important for
the representation of this domain, it was decided to search for
it on the NELL project website, where there is a page with
already validated data on categories and relations. Thus, the
“symptoms” attribute was included in the dataset.

Step 6: After obtaining the attributes and instances from
the relations, some steps of data transformation have still
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TABLE I
SEMANTIC RELATIONS PRESENTS IN NELL’S KB USED TO
PROVIDE ATTRIBUTES AND THEIR VALUES TO CREATE THE
DATASET. THE “RELATIONS” COLUMN BRINGS THE NAME

OF THE RELATIONSHIP CHOSEN IN THE NELL KNOWLEDGE
BASE. THE “ATTRIBUTES” COLUMN DISPLAYS THE NAME
CHOSEN FOR THE ATTRIBUTE CORRESPONDING TO THE

RELATIONSHIP.

Relations Attributes
AgriculturalProductContainChemical chemprod

BacteriaIsTheCausativeAgentOfPhysiologicalCondition bacteria

BacteriaCanCauseIllnessFromFood food

BeverageContainsProtein protein

BodypartWithinBodypart partbody

DrugHasSideEffect effdrug

DrugWorkedOnByAgent wagent

InverseOfFoodDecreasesTheRiskOfDisease fooddec

InverseOfFoodCanCauseDisease foodcan

InverseOfBeverageCanSoftenDisease bevsoft

InverseOfDiseaseCausesPhysiologicalCondition phycond

InverseOfEmotionAssocietedWithDisease emotion

InverseOfAnimalDevelopDisease animal

PhysiologicalConditionPossiblyTreatedByDrug drug

PhysiologicalConditionStudiedByPerson scientist

SideEffectCausedByDrug sidedrug

been necessary. For this, we have used the Weka software
[22] which provides many filters to alter the dataset in some
way. First, the missing values have been filled using the
filter named “ReplaceMissingValues”. This filter replaces all
missing values for nominal and numeric attributes in a dataset
with the modes and means from the training data. Many
attributes of the dataset have missing values because the NELL
system has not yet been able to learn a lot about them.
Next, attributes having many distinct values are changed to
have only the most repeatable values. Thus, the filter called
“MergeInfrequentNominalValues” has been used. This filter
merges all values of the specified nominal attributes that are
insufficiently frequent.

The dataset built on the disease domain from NELL data is
composed of 15,534 instances (or records) and 18 attributes:
17 predictor attributes (including the new attribute “symp-
toms”) and the class attribute “disease”.

B. Initial Experiments and Analysis of Results

For the experiments, K2 and DMBC were performed using
the previously described dataset (Subsection IV-A) for the
training. The Bayesian network structures induced by these
algorithms were analyzed by observing the relationship among
attributes through edges presents in graph. Next, inference
algorithms were applied to Bayesian network for evaluating
the represented knowledge and their capacity of prediction.

1) Results obtained by DMBC: The DMBC algorithm in-
duces a Bayesian classifier and thus induces a simpler structure
(with fewer edges and fewer attributes), identifying only the

Fig. 2. Bayesian network induced by DMBC using the dataset related
to disease created from the NELL’s KB. The dashed and numbered
edges suggest new semantic relations for NELL, while the solid-line
edges represent semantic relationships existing in the base of NELL.

relationships that directly influence the class attribute. Due
to this, however, the algorithm has a reduced computational
cost. It needs two input parameters beyond the dataset: i) the
class attribute, defined here like being “disease”; and ii) the
maximum number of parents for each node in the Bayesian
network structure, which was defined here as 10 (the goal was
to let DMBC find as many parents as possible for each node).
Fig. 2 presents the Bayesian network induced by DMBC from
created dataset.

The edges of the Bayesian network structure in Fig. 2
represent relationships among the attributes and can be under-
stood like semantic relations for the NELL’s KB. Observing
the edges in structure, it is possible to note that DMBC can
especially learn the semantic relations that involve the class
attribute (in this case, disease).

Some edges in this strucure represent semantic relations
existents in NELL’s KB, which were used to create the dataset
(see Table I). It is possible to note that DMBC was able to
represent 14 of 16 used semantic relations. These relationships
are represented in the structure by solid-line edges. This
demonstrates that DMBC may be able to identify existing
relationships in the NELL’ KB. For instance, the edge between
disease and drug represents the semantic relation “Physiologi-
calConditionPossiblyTreatedByDrug”, which exists in NELL’s
KB (as can be seen in Table I). Only two relationships existing
in the NELL’s KB (and used to build the dataset) were not
identified by the DMBC: the “BodypartWithinBodypart” and
the “DrugHasSideEffect”. Note, in Fig. 2, that no edges were
formed between the attributes “disease” and “partbody” and
“effdrug” and “drug”. There are relations, such as these, with
few values learned by NELL and thus they generate attributes
having many missing values for the dataset. Then, not all
semantic relations can be identified by DMBC if there is no
proper treatment of these missing values.

The Bayesian network structure in Fig 2 presents others
edges in addition to those that represent the existing semantic
relationships. These edges are dashed and numbered in the
structure and suggest new relationships found by DMBC, in
a total of 12. For instance, the edge between “symptom” and
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“disease” represents a new relation which does not exist in
NELL’ KB. Therefore, an analysis about the possible new
relations can be done by experts to verify the possibility of ex-
panding the NELL’s initial ontology. This result demonstrates
that DMBC has potential to find out new relations and extend
the initial ontology.

2) Results obtained by K2: Unlike the DMBC algorithm,
K2 induces unrestricted Bayesian networks (not only for
classification problems). Therefore, it is able to find more
relationships among attributes. However, these relationships
are influenced by the attribute ordering, as K2 induces the
Bayesian network structure considering that only the attributes
to the left of a given attribute can be its parents in the structure.
Thus, for the experiments here, in addition to the number of
parents (set to 10), seventeen different attribute orderings were
also defined looking for the optimal Bayesian network (or
closer to the optimal), which best fits the dataset and it is able
to represent the most correct relationships. Ten orderings were
randomly defined and the other seven through attribute selec-
tion methods, available in the Weka software (GainRatioAt-
tributeEval, InfoGainAttributeEval, OneRAtributeEval, Relief-
FAttributeEval, SymmetricalUncertAttributeEval, ClassifierAt-
tributeEval and CorrelationAttributeEval). Attribute selection
methods evaluate the importance of attributes in relation to the
class and thus may generate good orderings for K2.

The K2 algorithm was executed with each of the 17 or-
derings, inducing 17 different Bayesian networks, which were
compared by the value of the function g (1) - it expresses the
quality of the structures of the Bayesian networks. Table II
displays the values of the function g obtained by K2 for each
induced Bayesian network.

Fig. 3 shows the best Bayesian network (g = −420175, 65)
induced by K2 using the dataset related to disease created
from the NELL’s KB and the attribute ordering generated
from GainRatioAttributeEval method. When by observing the
structure of the network (see solid-line edges), it can be seen
that K2 was able to represent 14 semantic relations existing in
the NELL’s KB (of the 16 used to create the dataset - see Table
I). Only two relations were not identified by K2: “Bacteri-
aCanCauseIllnessFromFood” and “BodypartWithinBodypart”.
K2 also identified 15 new relationships that are represented
in the structure of Fig. 3 by dashed and numbered edges. For
comparison, the Bayesian network induced by K2, which has
the worst value of g (−450113, 36, with Random_3), identified
11 existing semantic relations and found 12 new relationships.
This result demonstrates that the K2 algorithm, receiving
a suitable attribute ordering, has potential to represent the
semantic relations existing in the NELL’s KB and suggest new
relations which would assist NELL to learn more and better.

C. Results of Bayesian Inference
After the induction of Bayesian networks by the DMBC

and K2 algorithms, a Bayesian inference algorithm (based on
junction tree) was applied to evaluate the knowledge stored
in the networks. Thus, the capacity of Bayesian networks to
discover new facts that can be inserted in the NELL’s KB
was evaluated, in addition to existing data in the base. The
inferences were performed using the Nética software [23].

TABLE II
VALUES OF THE FUNCTION G FOR THE BAYESIAN

NETWORKS INDUCED BY K2, RECEIVING DIFFERENT
ORDERING OF ATTRIBUTES AT EACH EXECUTION. THE

VALUES OF G ARE SORTED IN DESCENDING ORDER.
SEVENTEEN ATTRIBUTE ORDERING WERE GENERATED TO

RUN K2: 7 ORDERINGS OBTAINED FROM ATTRIBUTE
SELECTION METHODS AND 10 ORDERINGS OBTAINED

RANDOMLY.

Sorting G function
GainRatioAttributeEval -420175.65
ReliefFAttributeEval -421574.86
ClassifierAttributeEval -422893.57
Random_5 -425531.13
SymmetricalUncertAttributeEval -426327.62
InfoGain -427503.38
OneRAttributeEval -427503.38
Random_10 -430480.82
Random_8 -430986.36
Random_9 -431215.24
Random_1 -436026.49
Random_7 -436157.14
Correlation AttributeEval -436866.89
Random_6 -437769.39
Random_2 -439651.81
Random_4 -440927.64
Random_3 -450113.36

Fig. 3. Bayesian network induced by K2 using the dataset related to
disease created from NELL’s KB. The dashed and numbered edges
suggest new semantic relations for NELL, while the solid-line edges
represent semantic relationships existing in the base of NELL.

The inference experiments performed in this work evaluated
two aspects: whether the values inferred in Bayesian networks
were correct according to the NELL’s KB, and whether the
inference brought new values that do not exist in the NELL’s
KB for the relationships between nodes. For this, 20 diseases
were analyzed. As input attribute, we used only “disease” and
as output attributes: sidedrug, drug, fooddec, foodcan, bevsoft,
symptoms.

Table III displays the inference results obtained from
Bayesian networks induced by K2 and DMBC. In this table,
the inferred values for the output attributes already existed in
the NELL’s KB. For the 20 instances shown, both Bayesian
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TABLE III
INFERRED (AND EXISTING IN NELL) VALUES FROM

BAYESIAN NETWORKS INDUCED BY K2 AND DMBC. THE
% VALUES REPRESENT THE PROBABILITY THAT THE

PREDICTION OF THE ALGORITHMS IS CORRECT.

Input Output K2 (%) DMBC (%)
Depression sidedrug: Accutane 17.2 15.2

Bronchitis sidedrug: Singulair 59.5 40.7

Heart_attack sidedrug: Tylenol 6.67 5.56

Bladder_cancer sidedrug: Actos 54.7 34.5

Anxiety sidedrug: Remeron 86.8 79.7

Diabetes drug: Avandia 14.5 8.39

Depression drug: Ssris 3.99 3.66

Infection drug: Levaquin 80.5 62.8

Allergy drug: Claritin 34.7 29.6

Bipolar_disorder drug: Seroquel 52.1 40.1

Breast_cancer fooddec: mushrooms 4.19 4.70

Hypertension fooddec: vegetables 5.29 6.15

Obesity fooddec: vegetables 6.76 7.49

Cancer fooddec: broccoli 5.66 1.13

Diabetes fooddec: coffee 31.1 28.9

Depression foodcan: sugar 41.2 45.2

Inflammation foodcan: sugar 7.35 7.82

Cancer foodcan: meats 2.60 2.68

Heart_disease foodcan: junk_food 7.38 8.36

Blood_pressure foodcan: chocolate 0.98 1.08

networks induced by K2 and DMBC were able to correctly
infer the value of the output attributes. This demonstrates that
induced Bayesian networks are able to adequately represent
this knowledge learned by NELL.

Table IV shows interesting inference results for the output
attributes: bevsoft, sidedrug, foodcan and symptoms. From the
values of the “disease” input attribute, values that did not exist
in the NELL’s KB were inferred for these output attributes.
Although the inferred values have not yet been validated by
an expert, they make sense for the attributes. Based on this, it
is believed that Bayesian networks induced by K2 and DMBC
are able to use the knowledge already learned for one category
to learn another. Thus, it is possible to identify new facts that
can be inserted into the NELL’s KB.

The K2 and DMBC algorithms were also compared to two
other well-known classifiers, Naive Bayes (NB) and Decision
Tree (DT), to assess the inference of the class attribute
“disease” and thus verify the knowledge of the dataset. All
algorithms were trained and tested using the hold-out training
strategy, separating the dataset into 70% for training and 30%
for testing. The classification results (accuracy and recall)
obtained by the algorithms are displayed in Table V.

The DT obtained the best accuracy (94.8%) and recall
(94.8%) values. The Bayesian networks induced by K2 and
DMBC have also obtained good values, with results very close

TABLE IV
INFERRED (AND NOT EXISTING IN NELL FOR THESE
ATTRIBUTES) VALUES FROM BAYESIAN NETWORKS

INDUCED BY K2 AND DMBC. THE % VALUES REPRESENT
THE PROBABILITY THAT THE PREDICTION OF THE

ALGORITHMS IS CORRECT.

Input Output K2 (%) DMBC (%)
Alzheimer bevsoft: Pomegranate 36.9 32.0

Cardio_problems bevsoft: Cranberry 88.8 67.4

Heart_attack bevsoft: Red wine 90.6 74.9

Atherosclerosis bevsoft: Orange juice 82.6 59.4

Cancer bevsoft: Pomegranate 49.3 46.1

Depression sidedrug: Cipro 16.1 14.4

Fatigue sidedrug: Neurontim 20.1 14.0

Asthma sidedrug: Singulair 42.4 36.5

Colitis sidedrug: Aldara 48.1 32.3

Digestive_disorder sidedrug: Celexa 37.3 19.0

Insomnia foodcan: drink 5.44 5.69

Anxiety_disease foodcan: coffee 21.6 22.2

Chronic_pain foodcan: junk_food 80.7 84.1

Schizophrenia foodcan: glucose 70.9 75.7

Celulitis foodcan: coffee 4.90 5.47

Asthma symptoms: cough 5.39 6.55

Anxiety symptoms: insomnia 8.56 8.84

Crohn symptoms: abdo_pain 7.36 1.03

Fibromyalgia symptoms: fatigue 3.36 3.83

Pneumonia symptoms: fever 4.77 5.20

TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OBTAINED BY DECISION TREE

(DT), NAIVE BAYES (NB), K2 AND DMBC.

Metric DT (%) NB (%) K2 (%) DMBC (%)
accuracy 94.8 92.4 94.4 94.3

recall 94.8 92.5 94.3 93.6

to the DT. In fact, the results obtained by all algorithms are
very close and superior to 90%, which indicates that the dataset
constructed from NELL’s base has a very good knowledge.
Therefore, the inference results of other attributes obtained
from the Bayesian networks induced with this dataset can be
reliable.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents a study on the application of Bayesian
networks to the knowledge base (KB) of a never-ending
learning system, known as NELL. The main objective is to
show the possibility of using the knowledge acquired by the
NELL system to induce Bayesian networks and assist in the
development of an expert system in the future. In addition, we
have evaluated the ability of Bayesian networks to represent
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semantic relations between attributes as well as their capacity
of inference.

The NELL system’s KB allowed to extract information
about the domain of diseases that enabled the induction of
Bayesian networks using the learning algorithms named K2
and DMBC. The results of the experiments showed that both
algorithms were able to induce suitable Bayesian networks to
represent the semantic relations between the attributes.

The Bayesian network structures induced by the K2 and
DMBC represented 87.5% of the semantic relations extracted
from NELL’s KB, which suggests that the new relationships
identified may be safely used to extend the initial ontology of
NELL. This reinforces the hypothesis that Bayesian networks
are able to identify relationships between attributes that rep-
resent existing semantic relations and suggest new relations
for NELL. Furthermore, these Bayesian networks induced by
both algorithms provide good inference results, being also able
to deduce new facts from the existing knowledge in NELL,
improving its learning ability.

Based on these results, we intend to improve the method-
ology through another very interesting line of investigation:
by exploring relational (and first order) approaches [24] to
Bayesian networks, such as the approaches proposed in [25]
[26].
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